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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The boys and girls who grow up in America 1 s public schooJs are a
very- important part of this nation 1 s resources .

The protection and sa.:.'ety

of these young peopl e are important to this nation as well as to the
parents and schools ._

By providing a program to develop safety habits in

young people, the school is doing much to preserve the nation ' s future .
In the early 1940 1 s industry recognized a need for safety education and safety traini ng for all its 1 employees, and led the way in a
movement to make America a safe place to work.

This attempt by industry

to save money and resources by preventing accidents was believed to have
been quite successful .

Even though the number of accidents has not

decreased very much, the percentage has shown some decline because of the
sharp increase in the number of people employed in industry.

(7 :18)

Teachers and administrators have for many years recognized the
importance of safety education and have followed the lead taken by industry
in adopting a positive approach to the problem of accident prevention.
Industrial education on all levels has included sa.:fey education as an
integral part of its instructional program and as a result has made a
considerable contri bution to our nation I s program of occupational safety

0

However, the planning and teaching of safety information has been left
mostly to the descretion of the teacher.

No reflection on the dedicated

teacher is i ntended, but men and women are still being injured and killed

1
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in accidents around the hemes, on the jobs and on the streets .

Ranking

high on the list of causes of accidents are poor attitudes towards safety,
and ignorance to proper safety rules .
Therefore, it is the opinion of the writer that the public schools
must put more emphasis on educating the child to live safely in his
environment.

A definite safety program should be developed to go along

with the regular curriculum in each department of the school .

Safety-

mindedness must be followed by safety training of a more specific nature
as the students progress through high school and college.
Statement of the Problem
The problem to be considered in this study is to determine how to
improve the safety education program in the E.

c.

Struggs Junior High

School Industrial Arts Department of Lubbock, Texas .

In order to resolve

this problem it will be necessary to answer the following questions:
1.

What is the current status of safety features of the
industrial arts program at E.

2.

c. struggs Junior High School?

What will determine the basis for an adequate safety education
program in west Texas junior high school industrial arts
laboratories?

3. What factors and/or elements will be included in a good safety
program for the E.

c.

Struggs Junior High School Industrial

Arts Laboratory?

4. What is a good method of teaching safety ma':.erials in junior
high school industrial arts laboratories of the west Texas
area?

3
Importance of the Problem
Safety of pupils is one of the greatest concerns in the junior
high school, and it is believed that many of the safety concepts learned
at this level will serve as groundwork for future learning in safety
education.
The complexity of modern l i ving for the school child makes the
oper ation of an industrial arts safety education program essential.

Even

before the child reaches junior high school he is often exposed to power
tool s , electrical appliances, electronic devices, and do-it- your- self
science kits .

Therefore, it is necessary that the school provide a safety

program in industrial arts, and in other areas of the school, that will
equip the child to better meet the challenge of safe living.
It is hoped that the f i ndings of this study will present useful
information about industr ial arts safety education that can be used by
industrial arts teacher s and administrative personnel in the west Texas
area to strengthen their present safety programs.
Limitations of the Study
This study was written in relation to seventh, eighth, and nineth
grade students .

The school from which observations were made is located

at 1323 East 24th Street, Lubbock, Texas .

The school is a brick structure

in which only seventh and eighth grader s attend at presento

Its enroll-

ment is three hundred and ninety (390) students, most of which come from
low income families .
A further limitation was that only fifty (50) junior high school

4
~ndustrial arts teachers who represent a cross section of the west Texas
area were considered.

Only the opinions of these teachers were used to

determine the relative value of a select group of safety rules , and their
suggestions for addit ional safety rules were used.
For the purpose of this study the west Texas area includes the
following counties :
Andrews

Hockley

Bailey

Howard

Cochran

Lubbock

Crane

Midland

Davison

Mitchell

Deaf Smith

Poller

Ector

Randall

Gray

Scurry

Hale

Taylor

Hall

Tom Green
Wichita
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FIGURE 2
A Drawing

Showing the West Texas Area of the State Referred

to in this Study.

West Texas Area
'Ihe follOW'ing counties were selected from the west Texas Area
for the purpose of this study:
Andrews

Gray

Mitchell

Bailey

Hale

Poller

Cochran

Hall

Randall

Crane

Hockley

Scurry

Davison

Howard

Taylor

Deaf Smith

Lubbock

Tom Green

Ector

Midland

Wichita
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Definitions of Terms
The following terms are defi ned as they relate to this study.
Safety education means to develop safety mindedness, a vivid awareness of the importance of eliminating accidents and a mental alertness in
recognizing and correcti ng conditions and practices that might lead to injury.
Safety training means to develop the students skill in the use of
safe work techniques and practices .
Safety- mindedness means an attitude that causes one routinely to
consider the possibility of accidents i n each and every situation and
activity in which he is involved and to take suitable preventive measures.
Junior high school in this study, will mean the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grades .
Organization of Remaining Chapters
In Chapter II a review of the literature is presented whi ch shows
the need for safety education.

Chapter III gives the nature of the present

laboratory, equipment, teacher supervision, location of laboratory in
relations to safety of pupils, and evidence of needed improvement.

A

drawing of the building and eq'Jipment are includedo Chapter IV reveals
an analysis of data received from the opinionaires.
summary of the findings .
along with subject matter .

It also gives a

Chapter V gives suggestions for teaching safety
The final chapter fd.ves a complete summary of

the study, the conclusions drawn and some recommendations for action.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The following is a brief summary of the literature related to
safety education in the junior high school.
Public Safety As Related To School Children
Farney reports a study of accidents to school children sponsored
by the National Safety Council during the school year 1929- 30.

This study

covered average school population of 246,700 in various sections of the
county and included pupils from the kindergarten through the senior high
school. It was found that:
1.

Most of the accidents occurred at home.

2.

An

3.

Accidents in the gymnasium were not common in comparison with

average of four days for each accident was lost from school o

those occuring in the halls and on the stairways .

4.

More accidents occurred on the schoolgrounds than in school
building.

(3 :14)

Elson 1 s study of the Place of Safety Education in the School Progr~
Stack reported on a study made by Elson.

It was found that during

a six months period in 1928, there were 1,462 major accidents in an average
school enrollment of 54, 000 pupils in seventeen towns and cities.

(10: 462)

These accidents resulted in 2919- ½ days lost time and were divided

7

8

as follows :

(1) school accidents, 529; (2) public accidents, 385; (3)

home accidents, 548; (4) fatalities , t his number was not given.

(10:463)

Safety Periodicals
Magazines dealing with safety education are available.
which the National Safety Council has to offer is
Magazine of the Good Adventure . 11

11

Service

Safety Education- A

The magazine brings to the teacher

practical lesson material in the form of projects, plays, stories, verse,
and humor.
11

Safety Studies for the Month" deals with the hazards of the

changing seasons and suggested correlations which are refreshingly new
and interesting.
Cour se of Study
Many courses of study are available in safety education, such as
the Louisville, Worcester, Springfield, Kansas City, Newark, St. Louis,
and the Massachusetts courses .

The major-~ty of these courses of study

stressed student participation and activities .
In general such courses include content in the following fields .
1.

The prevention of home a ccidents .

2.

The prevention of motor vehicle accidents.

3.

Fire prevention.

4.

The preventi on of public accidents such as drowning,
railroad accidents, and pedestrian accidents.

5.

First Aid.

6.

The safety activities of the police and fire departments .

9

7.

The safety activities of national and state agencies such
as the coast guard, the weather bureau, the state motor
vehicle department.

8.

The safety activities of private organizations that are
working to prevent accidentso
Visual Materials

Although child safety posters are to be preferred for the younger
children, many posters may be secured from national and local agencies o
The educational division of the National Safety Council publishes valuable
posters and lesson plans for any school level.
Objectives from the Newark Course of study
A connnittee selected from the board of education in Newark, New
Jersey prepared a bulletin containing a program to improve instruction of
safety education in the elementary schools .

The objectives of the safety

education in the elementary schools are as follows :
1.

To awaken in the child a sense of responsibil ity for his own
safety and the safety of others .

2.

To develop the knowledge and techniques needed to build assurance a.~d confidence in meeting environmental hazards quickly
and intelligently without .fear or recklessness.

3.

To develop behavior patterns that will contribute to the
child I s personal safety and that of others at all times .

4.

To create a respect for law enforcement and for all agencies
or organizations working to promote safety

0

10

5. To inculcate a regard for public and private property and a
feeling of obligation for its preservation.
6.

To develop an appreciation of the necessity for group control
and effort in the interest of safety.

(8:146)

Annual Accident Report of the Chicago Public Schools- 1958- 59
The city 1s school accident rate was 8. 7 per cent.

The two most

dangerous months were October and May, while the greatest number of accidents
occurred during 10 to 12 a . m.

Again, boys had twice as many accidents as

girls and the ten to fourteen year old age group had the most accidents o
The report included these rec ommendations :
1.

Conscientious accident reporting should be encoura ged by all
principals .

2.

All schools should comply with the state requirement of teaching
safety the equivalent of one period per week in grades one
through twelve.

3.

Every school building should delegate one teacher as the
coordinator of safety for the school.

This person would over-

see f~~e drills, safest route, and help the school stay abreast
of the latest literature and materials .

4.

Greater emphasis should be placed on the supervision of boys
activities since their accident frequency is twice as great as
that of girls .

5.

Stepped up super vision of unorganized activities on the playground is revealed as a real need.

11
6.

In the June survey of safety activities, seventy- eight per cent
used a Safest Route Plan.

This response was the largest received

in the last few years .
7.

More instruction on the correct use of playground activities
is desirable.

other noteworthy facts showed most accidents happening in the
following locations :
1.

Unorganized activities~-- ------------------- 24. 78 per cent

2.

Auditorium and Classrooms---------- --------- 12 . 48 per cent

3.

Shops--------------------------------------

5 . 25 per cent

4.

stairs and Stairways~----------------------

4. 34 per cent

5.

Playground apparatus-----------------------

4 . 82mper cent

6.

Basketball----------------------------------

4 . 22 per cent

School plant total.--------------- ---- 92 . 69 per cent
7.

Elementary unorganization activities------- 34. 32 per cent
(11:39)
Acci dent Costs to Industry

William A. Williams I s findings in a study of the costs of accidents
to industry during 1960 and 1961 were as follows :
Lost time caused by on- the- job injuries is equal to the loss of one

full year's employment for one worker in every ten in .American industry
every year.

Work injuries drain more than 200 million man days from each

year ' s productive output; each day more than 500 thousand man days are lost .
Millions of dollars in income and production, medical expense and damaged
equipment are lost every year.

The National Safety Council has estimated

lla
that work injuries cost our industries approximately
during 1961, five per cent higher than in 1900.

C4, Eoo,ooo,ooo

Of this amount about

$2, 300, 000,000 represented the immediately visible costs to both workers
and industry including wage loss , expense of medical care and overhead
cost of compensation insurance .

The remaining $2 ,300, 000, 000 represented

the estimated money value of damaged equipment and materials, production
delays, and the time losses of other wor ker s not involved in the accidents.
The costs of work accidents to industry alone averaged nearly $65 per worker,
including both direct and indirect costs.
Accident Facts

The following facts were published in 1962 by the National Safety
Cowicils
According to the National Safety Counci l , occupational fatalities in
1961 totaled about 1, 900,000 a drop of 20, 000 from the revised 196o total.
(13: 23)

CHAPTER III
THE NATURE OF STRUGGS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader a general lmowledge of the Struggs Junior High School plant, its staff, enrollment ., and
the structure and operation of its industrial arts department.
E.

c.

Struggs Junior High School of Lubbock., Lubbock County, Texas

is a beautiful., new, air- conditioned, brick structure .

It is designed to

accommodate seven hundred and fifty to eight hundred seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade stu:lents.

The present enrollment is approximately four hunThere are twenty- four teachers., two

dred-all seventh and eighth ~aders .

counselors, one librari an., and two secretaries.
Present Industrial Arts Laboratory airl Equipment
The laboratory i s designed to acconnnodate twenty- four students, six
in each of four areas of industr ial arts, with one instructor.

The four

areas for which the laboratory is equipped are:
General Electricity
General Metal
Wood:working

Mechanical Drawing
The laboratory is located in the rear of, and about twenty five
feet away from the main building.
brick veneer.

It is a concrete block building with

Figure one is a design of the floor plan of the industrial

arts laboratory.

l2

FIGURE 1
A

FLOOR PLAN OF THE EXISTING INDUSTRIAL ARTS LABORATORY OF
THE E. C. STRUGGS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, LUBBOCK, TEXAS
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The laborat.ory is equipped with the following machine tools:
Tilting Arber Saw, 10"
Jointer, 61•
Band Saw,

151•

Scroll Saw
Tool Grinder
Combination Lathe, Wood & ~tal Spinning
Drill Press
Portable Electric Drill
Heat Treating Furnace
Bench Furnace
Crucible Furnace
The Laboratory has the following metal forming tools:
Bax: Pan and Brake
Di- Aero Roller
Punch Press
The hand tools include the basi~ wood working tools , the basic
bench and sheetmetal working tools, an electrical workbench, with power
supply outlets, and the basic electrical wiring tools .
The drawing room is the North West corner of the laboratory 0

It

can be closed off from the rest of the laboratory by closing its single
door.

The equipment is as follows:
Drawing Desks
Drawing Boards
Drawing Sets
Stool s

"T" Squares
Triangles
Scales
Dusters
The foundry area is located in the South East corner of the building.
The area is equipped with the following:
Heat Treating Furnace
Crucible Furnace
Bench Furnace (To heat soldering irons)
Storage Cabinet - Sand box
There also is a finishing room, a lumber storage- locker room, two
tools storage cabinets , two woodworking benches, t-wo metallvorking benches,
a teacher ' s desk and a file cabinet.
The general safety equipment consists of the f ollOWing:
Fire Extinguisher
First-aid kit
Goggles (Safety glasses)
Face Shields
Aprons
Asbestos apron
Asbestos leggins
Asbestos gloves
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Teacher Supervision
The industrial arts laboratory is supervised at all times, when in

use, by one instruct or or a qualified adult person.

The instructor is usu-

ally in a centrally located place so as to be available to help the students
of the different areas with their problems.
Student officers are used to help the class work go on smoothly,
and to enforce shop rules .

Instruction sheets are used extensively to help

the students know what they are to do at all times.
Evidence of Needed Improvement
A look at the floor plan, figure one, will reveal that there is one

outside door, and it is located near the electrical switch boxes .

In case

of fire in the electrical switch baxes , it would be very difficult for
twenty- four students to evacuate the laboratory.

The windows are of the

type that a person can not climb out vecy easily, which adds to this hazard. .
The f oundry- and woodworking machinery have no exhaust system, which
causes the dust and fumes to get noticeably dense on cold days when the
windows cannot be opened very much.
Many serious accidents have arisen from so-called

11

dust explosions" .

When the air is filled with finely powdered charcoal, coal flour , soap, wood
sugar, starch, or any other combustible substance, a flam3 or spark may start
a flame which will travel through the dust cloud so rapidly that it creates
a violet and destructive blast.

(1:545)

The foundry departioont is located too close to the water fountain
and wash basin.

A drop of water from one of these could cause an explosion

if it were to pop into the smelting furnaces -while it is in use.

17
Beginning industrial arts students find it very difficult to perform
certain tasks in a safe manner without strict supervision.

Lack of this

often is the cause of junior high school students receiving minor injuries
from normally safe tools .

The instructor has only a small amount of time

to lecture and demonstrate to one group on how- to perform a certain operation or job before he is needed by some other group.

Too often students

are permitted to use tools that they are not thoroughly familiar with.
With more supervisi on some of these hazards could be eliminated.

Summary
The plant is very comfortable, roomy and well equipped to meet the
immediate needs of the enrollment; however, the safety features of the industrial arts laboratory are not quite adequate to assure the safety of
the pupils in many instances.

CHAPTER IV
THE OPINIONAIRE A.ND ANALYSIS OF DATA H.EXXl.VED

The purpose of this chapter is to give a detailed account of the
procedures followed in gathering and analyzing the data received.
The Opinionaire
An opinionaire, containing excerpts from safety rules formulated

by the Texas Education Agency, was designed for the purpose of deternd.ning
the relative value of the existing safety rules for students in Junior
High School Industrial Arts Laboratories in west Texas.

Copies of the

opinionaire were sent to fifty junior high school industrial arts teachers
in the west Texas area, that represented a good cross section of the area.
The instrument also sought to obtain a listing of other safety rules that
could be helpful to irrlustrial arts teachers.
The responses to the stateioonts in the first part of the opinionaire
are revealed in Table I.

Responses to the request for additional safety

rules are listed in this chapter•
The names of those teachers who cooperated by completing and returning the opinionaire are listed in Appendix B.
panied each opinionaire sent to the fifty teachers .
Appendix A.

A covering letter accom.-

It may be found in

The objective was explained and aimed at keeping the number

of less useful safety rules at a nd.nimu.m, by determining the degree of usefulness of the safety rules under study.

18
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Thirty-eight (76%) opinionaires were returned in a very few weeks
after they were sent; however, a second effort was made to secure the other
replies .

This second effort was made in the form of a follow-up letter

(see Appendix A), which was sent to those Industrial Arts teachers that had
not responded.
aire .

The follow- up letters were accompanied by another opi nion-

The total effort, resulted in a return of forty- four (88%) of the

fift;r opinionaires . The opinionaire itself may be found in Append:ix A.
Statistical Analysis
The opinionaire received two different types of responses .

type required a rating of value for each safety rule.

One

The other type

called for suggestions of additional safety rules .

In analyzing the first part of the opinionaire there were four
teachers that failed to respond to safety rules numbers seven, twelve and
twenty three.

There were two respondents who did not respond to rules

numbers eight, eighteen and twenty.

Six people of the forty-four that re-

turned their opinionaire did not respond to statement nwnber ten.
The first safety rule on the opinionaire reads as follows :
11

Students should not be perm:i. tted to indulge in loud talking and general

11

horse play" .
The writer was seeking to determine the relative value of this

safety rule to junior high industrial arts teachers.
cent said that this rule was nhighly necessary't .

Forty or 90.9 per

Thus, a majority (90. 9)

per cent of the industrial arts teachers who replied to the opinionaire
considered this a highly necessary safety rule .

20

The second safety rule reads as follows :

11

state approved protective

eye glasses should be worn by all students in the room where boring, cutting,
spinning, and beating are going on. 11

Twenty-six or 59. 09 per cent of the

industrial arts teachers of those replying said the rule was
sary" , sixteen or 36. 37 per cent said that the rule was
two or

4.54

11

11

highly neces-

necessary11 , and

per cent said the rule was "highly. unnecessary" o

Four of the

teachers replying taught drafting only and two of them thought this was a
11

highly unnecessary11 rule ; however, the majority or 59 . 09 per cent thought

this was a "highly necessary" safety measure o
In response to safety rule number three,

11

Notify the teacher imme-

diately of any injury" , thirty- four or 77 . 27 per cent of those replying to
the opinionaire rat ed this rule "highly necessary" , and ten or 22 . 73 per
cent thought it only "necessary" .

It is apparent that students should re-

port any injury immediatel y to the teacher in charge .
The fourth safety rule on the opinionaire reads as follows :
student should be assigned a specific work station" .

11

Each

Twelve or 27 . 27 per

cent of those replying to the opinionaire said this rule was "highly necessary", sixteen or 36. 37 per cent said it was

36. 37 per cent said it was "unnecessary" o

11

necessary11 and sixteen or

A minority of those replying

to the opinionaire thought that students should be assigned specific work
stations, but in support of this min ority, 36 . 37 per cent thought the rule
was necessary.
Safety rule numb e r five, seeking to determine the degree of need
for aprons .

It reads as follows :

11 An

apron or some protective garment(s)

should be worn by each student wor king in the industrial laboratory, except those working in the drawing room" .

Six or

13. 68 per cent said the

safety rule was "highly necessary" , twenty- two or

50% of those replying
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to the opinionaire said this rule was "necessarY'.: and siXteen or 36. 37
per cent said it was "unnecessary-'' .

From the responses the writer drew

the conclusion that this safety rule is very desirable in most situations .
Safety rule number siX reads as follows :

11

A student should not

be permitted to use any tool , until he has been instructed in its use . 11
This rule was used to determine if it is or is not necessary for the student to be instructed in the use of any tool before he is permitted to
use the tool.

Thirty- eight or 86. 37 per cent of the responses said the

rule was "highly necessary' , and six or 13. 63 per cent said_the rule was
"necessary' .

Thus , the majority of the industrial arts teachers respond-

ing to the opinionaire thought students should be instructed in the use
of tools before they are permitted to use them.
Safety rule number seven was used to see how necessary it is to
isolate welding, foundry, and heat treatment from finishing areas .
reads as follows:

It

"Welding f'oundry and heat treatment areas should be as

far as possible from the finishing area 0

•

Thirty-four or 77 . 27 per cent

of those responding to the opinionaire said that this safety rule was
"highly necessary" four or 9. 09 per cent said it was "necessary" and two
or

4.54

per cent of those responded to the opinionaire said this safety

rule was "unnecessary" .

However, four or 9. 09 per cent of the teachers

who responded to the opinionaire did not respond to that particular safety
rule .
Safety rule number eight reads as follows :

11

The industrial arts

laboratory should be adequatezy ventilated at all times when in use" .
Eighteen or 40. 9o% of the industrial arts teachers who responded to the
opinionaire said this rule was "highly necessaryn .

Two or

4•.54

per cent
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of those responding to the opinionaire did not rate this safety rule.
Thus , this safety rule was thought to be at least necessqry in operating
an industrial arts laboratory safely.
Safety rule number nine was used to determine the relative value
of the following accident preventive measure .

"The blade of the table saw

should be rolled down below the top of the table, when not in use" .
Twenty- two or 50 per cent of the industrial arts teachers responding to
the opinionaire said it was "highly necessary" , sixteen or 36. 37 per cent
said it was necessary and two or
it was 11 unnecessary11 •

4.54

per cent of the teachers said that

Thus, the majority thought the blade of the table

saw should be rolled down below the table when not in use .
Safety rule number ten reads as follows i

11

The safety guard should

be on jointer and table saw, and should be working properly".

Thirty- two

or 72 . 72 per cent of the teachers responding to the opinionaire said the
rule was "highly necessary11 , six or 13. 63 per cent said it was

11

mecessary",

and six or 13. 63 per cent did not respond to this part of the opinionaire.
Thus, it was thought highly necessary by a majority of thirty- two or 72 . 72
per cent of the forty four teachers who responded to the opinionaire to
have safety guards, in good working condition, on the jointer and table
saw.

Six, 13. 63 of the respondents did not respond to this safety rule.
Safety rule number eleven reads as follows :

uA suitable push

stick should be used when ripping narrow stock in a table saw" .

Forty or

90. 91 per cent of the teachers responding to the opinionaire said the rule
was "highly necessary11 , and four or 9. 09 per cent said it was 11necessary11 •
A majority of forty or 90. 91 per cent of the respondents thought a push
stick should be used when ripping narrow stock on the table saw.

2J
11

Safety rule rrumber twelve reads as follows :
should be adjusted

¼"

The blade guide

above the board when cutting on the board saw11 •

Twenty- six or 59. 09 per cent of the teachers responding to the opinionaire
said the rule was "highly necessary" , fourteen or 31.87 per cent of the
respondents said the rul.e was "necessary" , and four or 9. 09 per cent of
the respondents did not respond to that safety rule.

However, it was the

opinion of the majority of the respondents that the blade guide should be

¼"

adjusted

above the board when cutting on a band saw.

Safety rule number thirteen was pertaining to cutting work on a
band saw.
band saw" .

It reads as follows :
Eighteen or

40. 90

"Use a push stick for close work on a

per cent of the industrial arts teachers who

responded to the opinionaire said the safety rule was tthighly necessary" ,
sixteen or 36. 37 per cent said i t was "necessary" , eight said it was
necessary11, and two or

4.54

11

un-

per cent of the respondents said the safety

rule was 11 highly unnecessary''.

It i s apparent that the safety rule is

desirable , but the extent of its v alue in some situations is questionable.
Safety rule number fourteen reads as follows :

ttNo students should

be permitted to work in the industrial arts laboratory in the absence of
the instructor" .

Thirty- four or 77 . 27 per cent of the teachers who responded

to the opinionaire said the safety rule was "highly necessary11 , six or

13. 63 per cent said it was "necessary" , and two or 4.54 per cent said it
was "unnecessary''.

Thus, a major ity ( 77. 27 per cent) of the teachers who

replied to the opinionaire considered the rule highly necessary.
Safety rule number fifteen reads as follows :
machines and work benches should be kept clean11 •
might cause a student to slip or trip. )

" The floor around

(Free from objects that

Thirty- six or 81. 82 per cent of
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the teachers who replied to the opinionaire said that this rule was highly
necessary, eight or 18. 18 per cent said that the rule was

II

necessary11 •

A

majority (81. 82 per cent) of the teachers who responded to the opinionaire
considered the safety rule highly necessary.
Safety rule number sixteen reads as follows:

11

The instructor should

check the voltage and the circuit on all student wired projects before they
are turned ontt .

Thirty- six or 81. 82 per cent of the teachers who responded

to the opinionaire said that the safety rule was

11

highly necessary" , two

or 4.54 per cent said it was "necessaryn, four said it was "unnecessarytt,
and two teachers said that this safety rule was 1•highly necessary" .

How-

ever, a majority (81. 82 per cent) of the respondents thought the instructor
should check student wired projects before they are turned on.
Safety rule number seventeen reads as followss
stations and the areas around them should be kept dry11 •

"Electric work
Thirty- four or

77. 27 per cent of the teachers who replied to the opinionaire said this
safety rule was 11highly necessaryi• , eight or 18. 18 per cent said it was
11

necessary•• , and two or 4.54 of the teachers responding to the opinionaire

said it was

11

highl.y unnecessary" .

Apparently the work stations and the

areas around them should be kept dry when in use .
Safety rule number eighteen reads as follows :

ttNot more than two

students should be permitted in the work area of a machine . n

Thirty or

68.18 per cent of the teachers who replied to the opinionaire said that
this safety rule was .,highly necessaryn, twelve or 27 . 27 per cent of the
teachers replying to the opinionaire said it was
not respond to this rule .

11

necessarY'' , and two did

'lhus, a majority (68.18 per cent) of the respo~

ents considered the rule highly necessary.
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Safety rule number nineteen was stated as follows :

"Student fore -

men and superintendents should be used to help enforce a number of the shop
safety rules 11 •

Fourteen or 31. 82 per cent of the teachers who responded to

the opinionair e said that the safety r ule was

11

highly necessary", twenty

six or 59 . 09 per cent said it was "necessary" , and four or 9 . 09 per cent
of the tea chers who replied to the opinionaire said the rule was "unnecessary" .

A majority ( 59 . 09 per cent) of the r espondents considered this rule

necessary, however, there is questionability about its value in some situations .
Safety rule number t wenty was pertaining to the possible fire ha11 0ily

zards created by oily rags l aying around .
metal container with an air tight lid11 •

rags should be kept in a

Thirty- two or 72 . 72 per cent of

the teachers who responded to the opinionaire said that the safety rule
was "highly necessary", six or 13 . 63 per cent of those respomding teachers
said it was

11

unnecessary", and two or

4. 54

per cent of those who replied

to the opinionaire did not respond to this safety rule .

Thus, a majority

(72 . 72 per cent) of the teachers replying to the opinionaire thought the
safety rule was highly necessary.
Safety rule number twenty- one reads as follows :

nWhile handling

hot metal a student should have no long asbestos gloves, apron, leggings
and face shields. 11

Thirty- six or 81 . 82 per cent of the forty- four indus-

trial arts teachers who responded to the opinionaire said that this safety
rule was "highly necessary" , six or 13 . 63 per cent of the respondents said
it was "necessary", and t wo or
rule was "unnecessary" .

4.54

per cent of the respondents said the

A majori ty (81 . 82 per cent ) of the forty- four in-

dustrial arts teachers who responded to the opinionaire thought the above
mentioned safety rule was "highly necessary" .
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Safety rule number twenty- two was stated as follows:

"All tools

and machines should be kept sharp and in good working condition".

Thirty-

six or 81. 82 per cent of the industrial arts teachers who answered the
opinionaire said that the safety rule was "highly necessary", and eight
or 18. 18 per cent of the respondents said the rule was "necessary".

Thus ,

a majority (81. 82) of the forty-four industrial teachers considered the
safety rule highly necessary.
Safety rule number twenty- three reads as follows:

t6afety posters

should be hung in appropriate places to inspire safe condu.ct 11 •

Four or

9. 09 per cent of the teachers who responded to the opinionaire said the
safety rule was

11

highl.y necessary'', thirty- four or 77 . 27 per c ent of these

respondents said the safety rule was "necessary", and .four of the teachers
who replied to the opinionaire did not respond to this safety rule .

This

safety rule was thought necessary by a majority (77. 72 per cent) of the
forty-four teachers who responded to the opinionaire.
Safety rule number twenty-.four was stated as .follows:

"A fire

extinguisher in good working condition should be available at all times 11 •
Thirty- eight or

86. 36 per c ent of the industrial arts teachers who complet-

ed arrl returned the opinionaire said that this safety rule was "highly
necessary'' , and six or 13. 63 per cent of the respondents said the safety
rule was "necessary'' .
Safety rule number twenty-five reads as follows:

"All shop

students should be familiar with an evacuation plan i n case of fire".
Thirty-.four or 77.27 per cent of the .forty- four industrial arts teachers
who responded to the opinionaire said it was "highly necessary", ten or
22 . 72 per cent of the respondents to the opinionaire said that this safety
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rule was "necessar y" .

Thus, a majority (77 . 27) per cent of the respondents

considered this safety rule highly necessary.
Safety rule number twenty- si.x reads as follo•,JS i
more than one exit in the industrial arts laboratory'' .

"There should be
Thirty- two or 72 . 72

per cent of the teachers who responded to the opinionaire said this safety
rule was "highly necessaryn , ten of the r espondents or 22 . 72 per cent said
the safety rulw was "necessary", a.rd two or 4.54 per cent said that the
safety rule was "unnecessary", and the majority (72. 72 per cent) of those
responding to the opinionaire consi dered this safety rule highly necessary.
Safety rule number twenty- seven reads as follows :

"All industrial

arts students should be able to operate the fire extinguisher properlT' •
Eighteen or 40. 90 per cent of the teachers replying to t he opinionaire said
that this safety rule was "highly necessary'' , sixteen or 36. 37 per cent
said it was "necessaryf' .

There was no majority in this case , but the great-

est minority (40. 90 per cent) of the teacher s responding to the opinionaire
considered this safety rule highly necessary, however, the lack of a majority makes the abs olute necessity of this rule questionable .
Safety rule number twenty- eight was stated as follows :
aid kit should be located in a convenient place .

"A first

Eighteen or 40. 90 per

cent of the iirlustrial arts teachers who replied to the opinionaire said
this safety rule was "high'.cy necessary", twenty or

45 . 45

per cent of them

said it was "necessary0 and six or 13 . 63 per cent of them said this safety
rule was " unnecessaryf'.

Of the forty- four respondents eighteen thought this

safety rule to be highly necessary, and twenty consi dered it necessary, thus
making the rule necessary with sane questionabi lity of its use in so~ laboratories.
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Safety rule number twenty- nine reads as follows :

nAn

annual

safety inspection of the laboratory should be conducted by some school,
local or state official. 11

Ten or 22. 72 per cent of the industrial arts

teachers who responded to the opi nionaire said that this safety rule was
"highly necessary11 , twenty- six or

59 . 09 per cent of them said the rule

was "necessary", six or J.3 . 63 per cent of the respondents said the rule
was "highly unnecessary".

A

majority (59 . 09 per cent) of the teachers

who responded to the opinionair e considered the annual safety inspection
of the industrial arts laboratory by local or state officials necessary.
However, the necessity of the inspection to be done by some official other
than the teacher is questionable.
In the latter part of the opinionaire an attempt was made to obtain
supplementary information on the problem under study by soliciting additional comments and/or suggestions.

This drew free will comments from five or

11. 36 per cent of the total number of industrial arts teachers who answered
the opinionaires .

The essence of these comments are listed below.

Mr. Willie Fort

The table blade should only stick up one- eighth (1/8) inch above
the stock that is being cut.
The maximum number of the students to be taught in an industrial
art laboratory where there is only one instructor should be set at
twenty by state law.

Mr. Damon Hill
The junior high school boy is not mature enoug1 to be trusted to
use the woodworking jointer without creating a hazard fur himself and
others . Statistics shows that more students are injured on the jointer
than on any other machine tool in the shop.
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Mr.

w.

K. Mackey

I suggest that some students may at times be permitted to work in
the laboratory, in the absence of the instructor, using only hand tools.
Mr . Ned Martin
Many table saw safety guards are not safe.
The teacher should
determine whether the tool is safer with the guard or without it.

Mr . Jaxnes Wheiles
Each student should pass a safety rules test provided by t he
teacher before he is permitted to use cer tain tools and machines and
these tests kept on file .
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DIREX:;TIONS

Judge each criterion as to the extent to which you believe it is
necessary by using the rating values indicated on the opinionaire.

Please

place a check mark () in the space provided after each criterion under
the number which indicates your rating .

Rating Scale
1.

HIGHLY NmESSARY :

Very necessary in providing a safe
environment in which junior high
s chool Industrial Arts students
a.re to work.

2.

NECESSARY

Considered useful in providing a
sa:fe environment in which junior
high sch ool Industrial Arts students are to work.

3.

~ESSARY:

Of' little or no value in providing

a safe environment in which junior
high school Industrial Arts stu-

dents are to work.

4.

HIGHLY llNmFSSARY:

Posit ively of no importance whatsoever in creating a safe environment in which junior high school
Industrial Arts students are to work.
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TABIE SHONING RATIIDS GIVEN TO TWEN!'Y- NINE SA.FETY CRITERIA BY
FORTY- FOUR INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHmS OF THE WEST TEXAS .AREA

This Criterion is :

CRITERIA

2

1
1.

Students should not be
permitted to indulge in
loud talking and general
"horse play11 •

2. State approved protective
eye glasses should be worn
by all students in the room
where boring, beating, and
etc. is going on.

3. The teacher should be notified
immediately of any injury

4. Each student should

s.

40
90. 91

3

4
9. 09

26

16

2

59. 09

36. 37

4.54

34
77 .27

10

12

22 . 72

be assigned
a specific work station.

27 . 27

1.6
36. 37

16
36. 37

An apron or some protective
garment should be worn by

6

22

16

13. 63

50

36. 37

38
86. 37

6
13. 63

each student working in the
industrial laboratory, except
those working in the drawing r oom.

6. A student should not

be permitted
to use any tool , until he has
been instructed in its use .

4
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This Cri terion is :

CRITERIA

1

7.

Welding, f owidry and heat
treatment areas should be
as far as possible f r om
the finishing area.

8. The industrial arts laboratory should be adequately
ventilated at all times when
in use .

9. The blade of the table saw

should be rolled down below
the top of the table, when
not in use .

10. The safety guards should be

11.

12 .

4

77. 27

9. 09

2

40. 90

45. 45

4. 54

22

16

2

So

36. 37

4.54

6

A suitable push stick should

40

4

90. 91

9. 09

The blade guides should be
adjusted ¼" above the board
when cutting on the band saw.

4.54

20

72 . 72

13. 63

26

14

59. 09

31.82

18

16
36.37

for close work on a band saw.

40. 90

No students should be permitted to work in the Industrial Arts laboratory in the
absence of the instructo;

34
77 . 27

4

2

18
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13. One should use a push stick

)1.

34

on jo:inters and table saws,
and should be working
properzy.

be used when ripping narr w
stock in a table saw.

3

2

6

13. 63

8

18. 18

2
4. 54

2
4.54
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This criterion is :

CRI'BRIA

1

:is. The floor around machines

and work benches should be
kept clean. (Free from
objects that might cause a
student to slip or trip. )

16.

The instructor should check
the voltage and the circuit
on all student wired pr ojects
before they are turned on.

17. Electric work stations
and areas around them
should be kept dry.

36
81. 82

2

18. 18

36

2

4

2

81.82

4.54

9. 09

4. 54

34

8
18. 18

Not more than two students
should be permitted in the
work area of a machine .

30

12

68. 1.8

27 . 27

19. Student foremen and super-

20.

2
4. 54

14

26

intendents should be used to
help enforce a number of the
shop safety rules .

4

32. 82

59. 09

9. 09

Oily rags should be kept in
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a metal container with an
air tight lid.

72 . 72

6
]3. 63

4
9. 09

21. While handling hot metal a
student should have on l ong
asbestos gloves, apron,
leggings and face shields.
22 .

All tools and machines should
be kept sharp and in good
working condition.

4

8

77 . 72

18.

3

36

81. 82
36
81. 82

6
13. 63

8
18. 18

2
4.54

34
This criterion is:

CRITERIA
l

23. Sa£ety posters should

be

h\ll'lg in appropri ate places
to inspire safe conduct.

good working condition
should be available at
all times .

25 . All shop students should

be

familiar with an evacuati on
pl an in case of fire .

26.

There should be more than
one exit in the industrial
arts laboratory•

27. All industrial arts students

should be able to operate
the fire extinguisher properly.

28. A first aid kit should

be

located in a convenient
place.

29.

3

4

34

2

9.09

77 . 27

4.54

38

24. A fire extinguisher i n

2

4

6

86. 36

13. 63

34

10

77 .27

22 .73

32

10

2

72 . 72

22 . 72

4.54

18

16

6

40. 90

36. 37

18

20

40. 90

45 . 45

10

26

22 . 72

59.09

13. 63

4
9. 09

6

13. 63

An annual safety inspection

of the laboratory should be
conducted by some school,
local or state official.

6

13. 63

2
4.54
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SUMMARY

The instrwnent received a very favorable response of forty- four

(88 per cent) of the fifty opinionaires sent .

These responses furnished

helpful information concerning the relative value of the select group of
safety rules that were under study.

Additional suggestions pertaining t o

safety in industrial arts laboratories were received from five (10 per cent)
of the total number of opinionaires sent.

CHAPTER

V

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING SAFETY EDUCATION
This chapter presents material on some of the more accepted methods
of teaching and training chi.l dren to live and work safely.
Suggested Approach
A method that is referred to as safety training has proven itself in
recent years.

Safety training can be described as a detailed extension of

the educational safety program applied to specific occupations, processes,
job, or activities.

Various methods of training in safety have been tried,

and many of these have achieved considerable success as measured in terms
of accident reduction.

In general, their success appears to be reasonably

proportional to the degree to which, and the thoroughness with which, they
apply the principle that skill is achieved only by doing.
ful

A

highly success-

safety training procedure which developed out of the war time training

programs involves the following elements :

A.

A safe method of performing each job operation or sequence of
operations is developed and described in simple detail.

B.

The various hazard points are brought to light and clearly
described, together with the relationship between these hazards and
the various steps in the safe method.

C.

The training is systematic and thorough. In the somewhat
idiomatic English of one successful teacher r
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Tell him ..
Show him.
Have him do it.
Correct him until he has it .
Supervise him to see that he keeps it.
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D.

The reason for requiring the wearing of personal protective
equipment, such as goggles, safety shoes and hand protectors,
if needed, is explained and its proper use and care taught in
full detail.

E.

Specific safeguards needed for the protection of the student
or his fellows are similarly explained and their correct use
taught. For example students are trained to understand the
proper use of point- of- operation guards on machines, steel
mash gloves in metal cutting, slip-on- guards for the blades
of axes , rubber gloves and other insulating devices on
electrical work, scr eens and shields, and etc . (12 :5- 7)

Job safety analysis will furnish the basic information needed for
the training procedure .

It develops the safe method, brings the hazard point

to light, reveals prec autions that should betaken, and indicates the specific safeguards that should be used on each operation.
Organize the safety activities as a continuing function.

There are

certain sustaining activities 'Which must be carried on continuously.

Among

these are:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Investigati on of all accidents .
Report of accidents to proper authorities.
Development of accident satistics as a means of eliminating
causes of injury.
First- Aid treatment.
Safety inspections by local official or teachers . (12 :7)
AIMS FOR TEACHING SAFETY IN THE JUNIOR lllGH

SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS LABORATORIES
To provide direction to the safety program, both general and specific
objectives are necessary.

Cottrell has listed the following general objec-

tives for all grades :
1.

To develop an appreci ation of the need for personal safety and
its relation to adventurous living.

2.

To develop an appreciation of the relationship between personal
conduct and the safety of others and a willingness to act in
accordance with that understanding.
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To develop an appreciation of the necessity for group con~rol
in the interest of safety and a willingness to cooperate 1.n
sound safety activities suggested by official and private
agencies .

4.

To develop an appreciation of the relationship between physical
and mental ~itness and safety. (3 :20)

Specific objectives of Safety Education are as follows :
l.

To help children recognize situations involving hazards.

2.

To develop habits of conduct which will enable children to meet
situations of daily life with as little danger as possible to
themselves and others .

3.

To develop habits of carefulness and obedience to safety rules
at home, on the streets, in school or at play.

4. To teach children to read, understand, and obey safety rules
and regulati ons .

5.

To develop habits of orderliness and carefulness in the use of
playing things , tool s , common articles of the home and school,
and in the use of f i re.

6.

To teach children to cooperate to prevent accidents and the
taking of unnecessary risks involving physical dangers.

7.

To develop wholesome attitudes concerning (a) law and law
enforcement officers, (b) the safety of themselves and others,
(c) organized efforts to assure safety of all .

8.

To give children actual experiences in desirable safety practices.
(1:38)

9. To teach pupils the necessity of reporting all injuries for
innnediate first aid.
10.

To teach pupils good habits of housekeeping in the laboratory.
Laboratory Safety

A shop may be compared to your own home .
in the home because of things just lying around.
shop.

Many

accidents have happened

This also applies to the

Imagine a shop where tool s, scrap part s, casti ngs , etc., are lying

around in the aisles and piled loosely on tables or racks .

A sign of a safe
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shop is a clean and orderly shop.

The slogan 11A place for every tool and

every tool in its place 11 should be adopted.
The following precautions and safe practices have been recommended
by the National Safety Council and should be learned by every teachero

A.

Housekeeping
1.

Keep floors free from oil, grease, or any other liquid,
rubble, tools, stock or anything that may cause a student
to slip, stumble or fall .

2.

Aisles should be clear at all times to avoid tripping or
other accidents .

3.

store materials in such a way that they cannot become
tripping hazards .

4.

Don 1 t leave tools or work on the table of a machine even
ii' the machine is not running. Tools or work may fall off
and even cause toe or foot injury.

S. Put tools away when they are not in use.
6. Place all scrap in scrap box or on storage rack when you
have finished selecting your stock.

7. Use a feasible color scheme to mark off work areas around
floor machines.

B.

8.

One or more fire extinguishers in good working condition
are available at all times.

9.

A first aid kit is located in a convenient place ~

10.

Students are not permitted to indulge in loud talking and
general "horse play" .

ll.

Protective eye glasses are worn by all students in the room
where boring, cutting, spinning, beating and etc. are going
on.

12.

Each student is assigned a specific work station

13.

Keep water away from foundry area when it is in use.

Equipment

0

3'9
1.

All equipment is kept sharp and in good working conditiono

2.

Students pass a safety test given by the teacher before they
are permitted to use machines and tools .

3.

A

student is not pernitted to use any machine or tool until
he has been instructed in the proper use of it.

4. Machines such as the portable belt sander, pedestal- type
disk sander, and the variety belt sander should have dust
bags attached when they are in use.

5.

Use hand power only when putting on or removing chuck or
faceplate . Do not use the power that operates the lathe .

6. When using the lathe or drill press do not leave chuck
wrench or any other tool in the chuck. If machine is
turned on wrench may fly out and injure the operator or any
other person.

7.

As

8.

Do not take large cuts on long slender work when using the
wood on metal lathes .

9.

The circle saw is equipped with two guards, the saw guard,
which cover s the projecting blaae, and the splitter guard,
which serves to prevent wood from being kicked back.

10.

Keep the floor around the machine clean and in good repair
so as to avoid slipping or stumbling.

ll.

Use a push stick when ripping narrow piece, or saw halfway
through from one side and then reverse the piece and saw
the other half.

12.

Stand to the left of the saw to avoid: being hurt by pieces
that may be thrown back by the saw.

13.

Adjust the saw so that it projects on 1/8- 1/4 inch above
the stock being sawed.

14.

Never reach over the table saw to pick up pieces that have
been sawed.

15.

Do not allow the fingers to move too close to the moving
blade . Use a push stick for close work.

a general rule do not shift or change gears while lathe
is running.
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C.

¼inch

16.

Clamp the guidepost about
on the band saw.

above the stock to be cut

17.

When planning short thin pieces on the jointer use a push
block.

18.

Give the machine your individual. attention; don ' t look
around and don' t talk to anybody.

19.

Replace guards immediately after any repairs o

20.

Do not try to stop a machine with your hands or body.

21.

Do not operate machinery when the instructor is not in the
shop.

22 .

When working with another student, only- one should operate
machine or switches .

23.

Get first aid immediately- for any injury.

Hand Tool s
1.

Discard wrenches that are spread.

2.

Where possible, avoid using an adjustable or monkey wrench.

3.

When a wrench becomes burred, grind off the rough spots to
avoid cutting the hands.

4. It is generally safer to pull a -wrench toward yourself than
to push it a:way from you.

5.

Be sure that your knuckles will clear obstructions when the
wrench turns.

6. Never use a hammer that has loose or split handle.
7.

When using the wood chisels avoid cutting toward either
hand or the body.

8.

Always use a file with a handle.

9.

students are instructed in the art of passing sharp edged
tools to each other handle first .

10.

Tools are stored in a cabinet or on a panel with the sharp
edges protected from the student.

ll.

Do not blow .filings so that they can go into anyone ' s eyes.

D.

Clothing and Safety F.quipment
1.

Always wear safety glasses , goggles , or face shields designed for the type of work when operating any machine o

2.

Wear clothing suited for the job. Wear shoes with thick
soles if heavy wor k is being done .

3.

Do not wear rings , watches , bracelets, or other jewelry
that could get caught in moving machinery.

4o

Do not wear neckties or loose or torn clothing of any kind.

5.

Wear shirts or jumper s with sleeves cut off or rolled above
the el bows.
Seasonal Safety

A.

Spring
1.

In the spring students are encouraged to take part in the
fire poster contest that is usually sponsored by local
fire departments .

2.

Get a representative from the fire department to give a
demonstration on .fire ha zards and fire preven~ion.

3.

Show filllls and film strips related to fire prevention.

4. Involve the students in a suitable spr ing clean- up campaign.

5.

Tr ain students to use fire extinguishers .

6. Review plans for evacuation in case of fire , or disaster .

(15:65)

B.

Winter Safety
1.

Get police department to give demonstration on first aid.

2.

Show films and/or film strips on safety.

3.

Teach students methods of artificial respiration, and have
them practice on each othe~.

4. Discuss safety subjects such as safety about the heme,
asphxiation, suffocation, electrical hazards, Christmas
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tree decoration and the use of kerosene and gasoline. (In
teaching this m~terial, it is urged that only those activities
that the group can take part in be used) . (15 :65)
C.

Fall

1.

Teach safety subjects such as : forest fires, cleaning fluids ,
fire escape and exits, stoves, oily rags and waste.

2.

First aid for minor cuts and scrapes, bleeding, broken
bones, and burns .

3.

Safety posters that depict various aspects of shop safety
may be displayed in the shop throughout the year. Be
careful not to clutter up the shop with too many of these
poster s . (1 :25)
Suggested Films and Their Descriptions

The following films are slides and motion pictures , in that order :
1.

Safe Al.1 Around, (F- 47)
Home hazards are analyzed and case histories are presented to
show safet y in the kitchen, bathroom, basement, gar~ge and yard.
(11: 70)

2.

Dressing and Bandages, Part I (F-160)
The film introduces various types of material and how to use
them skillfully- such as dressings (compr esses) , and when and
how to use absor bent cotton.

3.

Safety in the Shop, (16 mm sound motion) 12 min.
Shows real causes behind typical shop accidents; supervisor 1 s
responsibility in teaching and maintaining safe practices .
(11 : 71)

4.

Safe Use of Tool s , (16 mm sound motion)
Shows the safe use of scissors, knives , hammers, files, clamps
and other small tool s , in the school and home situation. (11: 71)

5.

Artifi cial Respiration, (16 mm sound motion) 10 minutes
Depicts the back- pressure- arm- lift and the back pressure.

(12 : 28)

Resources
Listed are names and addresses of agencies that have materials
available concerning safety education.
1.

American Automobile Association
1712 Street, N. w.
Washington, D. c.

2.

American National Red Cross
17th and D street., N. W.
Washington 13, D. C.

3.

Film Council of America
600 Davis Street
Evanston, Illinois

4.

National Congress of Parents and Teachers
600 South Michigan Boulevard
Chicago 5, Illinois

5.

National Safety Council
North Michigan Avenue
Chicago ll, Illinois
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6.

Texas Department of Public Safety
5605 Adams Street
Austin, Tex as

7.

West Texas Cooperative Audio- visual Service
Texas Technological Col lege
Post Offi ce Box 4380
Lubbock, Texas

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The prilTlary purpose of this study was to determine the relative
value of the existing safety education program in junior high schools of
the west Texas area, to suggest methods of teaching safety education in
industrial. arts laboratories, and to recannnend an approach to the teaching
of safety.

SUMMARY
In Chapter I I an extensive search was made for literature pertinent
to the subject, and information considered significant was included.

In

this material some light was shed on the question of what might determine
the basis for an adequate safety education program in west Texas junior high
school industrial arts laboratories .
An opinionaire was designed to help determine the relative value

of the existing safety pr actices in industrial arts laboratories in the
west Texas area.

The opinionaire was sent to fifty junior high industrial

arts teachers in cities which represented a good cross section of the west
Texas area.

Forty- four of the opinionaires were returned

(88. 5

per cent)

out of the fifty sent.
The responses to the opinionaire were divided into two parts-one
part required a rating of

11

highly necessary 11 , "necessary", "unnecessary",

or"highly unnecessary11 , and the other part sought suggestions and/ or
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additional information.

The latter part of the opinionaire received five

responses that were useful to the study.

An analysis of this material was

made in Chapter Four along with a statistical analysis of the first part
of the opinionaire.
The current status of safety features of the industrial arts
program at E.

c.

Struggs Junior High School are not quite adequate to

assure the safety of the pupils in many instances .

A study of the infonn-

ation contained in Chapter III of this study is intended to give an
account of the existing laboratory and equipment, teacher supervision, and
point out evidence of needed improvements .
The factors and/or elements that should be included in a good safety
program for the E. C. Struggs Junior High School industrial arts laboratory
or in any junior high school in the west Texas area are included in Chapter
V of this study.

Chapter V also offers a suggested approach or method of

teaching safety in junior high school industrial arts laboratories .
CONCLUSTONS
On the basis of the findings in Chapter IV and the analysis of the

literature found in Chapter II, the following conclusions were drawn:
1.

It was revealed in the study that many elementary and junior
high schools used monthly or seasonal safety activities to make
teaching of such subjects as fire prevention, first aid, play
ground safety, traffic safety and many others, more meaningful.

2.

Good housekeeping in the industrial arts laboratory itself can
go a long way in making the laboratory a safe place to work .

3.

The students should be trained to use tools correctly and be
closely supervised at all times while using power machines.
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4.

Industrial arts teacher s must develop in the students an
attitude that causes them routinely to consider the possibility of accidents in each and every situation or
activity in which they are involved and to take suitable
preventive measures .
Rec ommendati ons

The following recommendations are made in regards to the findings
and conclusions of this study.
1.

That a safe method of performing each job operation is developed and taught in detail .

2.

That hazardous conditions be sought out and minimized.

3. That good housekeeping practices are developed and maintainedo

4.

That protective garments are worn when the job requires .

5.

That students wear protective glasses that will meet state
specifications when they are in the same room where any kind
of actual wor k is going on, except in the drawing rocrn.

6. That the instructor does not permit the student to talk or
laugh loudly, and prevent the student from carrying on "horse
play" .

7.

That the instructor instructs the students in the use of hand
tools and machines befor e they are permitted to use them.

8.

That the instructor teachEm general safety information as it
relates directly to the unit of instruction at the beginning
of the unit, and specific safety information all through the
unit as it relates to the use of tools and materials o

9. That further study be made on the subject, of a nature that
will reveal information as to what practices are actually
taki.ng place and the relationship of these practices to
accidents that occur in junior high school in industrial
arts laboratories.
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1710 East 28th Street
Lubbock, Texas
October 3, 1966

In completing the requirements for the Master ' s Degree from Prairie View
Agricultural and Mechanical College, School of Industrial Education and
Technology, I am undertaking a study of the policies o.f safety in Junior
High School Industrial Arts Laboratories in the west Texas area.
A vital part of the information needed can be provided from your knowledge
and experience. The enclosed opinionaire has been designed as a base for
determining the relative value of a select group of safety rules recommended
by the Texas Education Agency.
I would appreciate it very much if you would cooperate with me by filling
out the enclosed opinionaire and returning it in the enclosed self- addressed,
stamped envelope at your earliest convenience.
Thank you very much for your prompt attention to this request.
Yours very truly,

Calvin Edwards
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DEI'ERMINING THE VALUE OF SAFEIT RULES IN J UNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS LABORATORIES
IN WEST TEXAS

--------------------- DATE
0FFI CIAL TITLE
---------------------------ADDRESS
--------------------------------

N.AME

INTRODUCTION
This instrument contains excerpts f r om safety rules formulated by
the Texas Education Agency. Now we need your expert opinion as to the
relative value of these rules, and suggestions for additional rules.
Our objective is to determine the r elative value of the existing
safety rules for students i n Junior High School Industrial Arts
Labor atories in West Texas .

Enclosed are two copies of the i nstr ument. One is to be retained
for your files , and a completed one is to be returned in the enclosed,
addressed envelope to:
Calvin Edwards
1710 East 28th Street
Lubbock, Texas

DIRECTIONS

Judge each criterion as to the extent to which you believe it is
necessary by using the rating values indicated on the opinionaire. Please
place a check mark (\.11 in the space provided after each criterion under
the number which indicates your rating.
Rating Scale
l.

HIGHLY NECESSARY :

Very necessary in providing a
safe environment in which junior
high school Industrial Arts students are to work.

2.

NECESSARY

Considered useful in providing a
safe environment in which junior
high school Industrial Arts students are to work.

3.

UNNECESSARY:

Of little or no value in providing
a safe environment in which junior
high school Industrial Arts students are to work.

4.

HIGHLY UNNECESSARY:

Positively of no importance whatsoever in creating a safe environment in which junior high school
Industrial Arts students are to
work.
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CRITERIA

This criterion is:
1

1.

Students should not be
permitted to indulge in
loud talking and general
"horse play11 •

2.

State approved protective
eye glasses should be worn
by all students in the room
where boring, cutting, spinning, beating and etc . is
going on.

3.

Notify the teacher immediately
of any injury.

4. Each student should

be assigned
a specific work station.

5.

An apron or some protective
garment should be worn by each

student working in the industrial laboratory, except those
working in the drawing room.
6.

A student should not be permitted to use any tool, until he
has been instructed in its use.

7• Welding, foundry and heat treatment
areas should be as far as possible
from the finishing area.
8.

The industrial arts laboratory
should be adequately ventilated
at all times when in use.

2

3

4
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This Criterion is :

CRITERIA
l

9. The blade of the table saw
should be rolled down below
the top of the table, when
not in use.
10.

The safety guards should
be on jointers and table
saws, and should be working properly.

ll.

A suitable push stick should

be used when ripping narrow
stock in a table saw.
12 .

The blade guides should be
adjusted ¼11 above the board
when cutting on the band
saw.

13.

Use a push stick for c1 ose
work on a band saw.

14.

No students should be permitted to work in the
Industrial Arts Laboratory in
the absence of the instructor.

15.

The floor around machines
and work benches should be
kept clean. (Free from
objects that might cause a
student to slip or trip) .

16.

The instructor should check
the voltage and the circuit
on all students 'Wir ed projects,
before they are turned on.

17.

Electric work stations and
the areas around them should
be kept dry.

2

3

4
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This Criterion is:

CRITERIA
l

18.

Not more than tw students
should be permitted in the
work area of a machine.

19.

Student foreroon and superintendents should be used
to help enforce a number of
the shop safety rules.

20.

Oily rags should be kept in
a metal container with an
air tight lid.

21.

While handling hot metal a
student should have on long
asbestos gloves , apron,
leggings and face shields.

22.

All tools and machines should
be kept sharp and in good
working condition .

23.

Safety posters should be hung
in appropriate places to inspire safe conduct.

24. A fire extinguisher in good
working condition should
be available at all times .

25.

All shop students should be
familiar with an evacuation
plan in case of fire .

26.

There should be more than one
exit in the industrial arts
laboratory•

27.

All industrial arts students
should be able to operate the
fire extinguisher properly•

2

3

4
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CRITERIA

This Criterion is:
1

28.

A first aid kit should be
located in a convenient place .

29.

An annual safety inspection
of the laboratory should be

conducted by son»:l school,
local or state official.

2

3

4
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1710 East 28th St reet
Lubbock, Texas 79404
December l , 1966

On October 30, 1966, I sent you an opinionaire concerning a group of
excerpts from safety rules formulated by the Texas Education Agency.

This letter is to remind you that as of now I have not received your much
needed reply. Before closing out this study I would like very much to
have your reaction on such an important issue as this .
You will find enclosed another opinionaire. If you will complete and return
it to me in the enclosed self- addressed envelope, I shall be most greateful.
You.rs ve:ry truly,

Calvin F,cl:wards

APPENDIX

B

Names and Addresses of Respondents to the Opinionaire
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF RESPONDENTS TO THE 0PINIONAIRE
The following is a list of the Junior High School Industrial Arts
Instructor who responded to the opinionaire.
1.

Norris Anderson
Franklin Junior High School
3149 Over Street
Abilene, Texas

2.

D. Ball, Jr.
Runnels Junior High School
Big Spring, Texas

3.

Neil Ballard
Madison Junior High School
ll8 College Drive
Abilene, Texas

4.

Christopher Bloodworth
Coronado Junior High School
Plainview, Texas

5. Robert Bowden
Travis Junior High School
Route 3, Box 116
Snyder, Texas

6.

Kent Burgan
50th st. & Peoria
Lubbock, Texas

7.

Glen Conway
Barwise Junior High School
Wichita Falls, Texas

8.

Earl J . Craig
Levelland Junior High School
Levelland, Texas

9. Earl

J . Deaver
Pampa Junior High School
Pampa, Texas

10.

Donnie M.. Drove
4914 41st street
Lubbock, Texas
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ll .

12 .

Pullas Dove
5225 40th Street
Lubbock, Texas
James Dowell
Junior High School
3748 North loth Street
Abilene, Texas

Mann

13 .

Levarn Faine
2102 North Hughes
Caver Junior High School
Amarillo, Texas

14.

Richard Felts
Alderson Junior High School
Lubbock, Texas

15 .

Fred B. Fields, Jr.
Booker T. Washington Junior High School
Wichita Falls, Texas

16.

Willie Fort
Estacada Junior High School
Plainview, Texas

17.

Si.ah M. Gregory
AJ.amo Junior High School
McDonald Avenue
Midland, Texas

18.

John B. Griffin
Industrial Arts Department
Plainview, Texas

19.

Cecil M. Hannn
3506 Janet
.Amarillo, Texas

20.

Sam Harris
4025 Boulder
Odessa, Texas

21.

Will Harris
2220 Glenwood
San Angelo, Texas

22 .

Gr ant Haskell
Morton Junior High School
Morton, Texas
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23.

Jerry D. Hayes
Jefferson Junior High School
2152 Westview
.Abilene, Texas

24.

Tacky Hicks
Bowie Junior High School.
.Amarillo, Texas

2.50

Damon Hill
Dunbar Junior High School
Lubbock, Texas

26.

John Hinnant

5401

Avenue U

Lubbock, Texas

27. Ollie Jeffery
Reagan Junior High School
Wichita Falls, Texas

28. Earl Johnson
Reagan Junior High School
Sweetwater, Texas

29.

Traswell c. Livingston
Booker T. Washington Junior High School
Wichita Falls, Texas

30. W. K. Mackey
Pampa Junior High School
Pampa, Texas
31.

Ned L. Martin
O. L. Slaton Junior High School
Lobbock, Texas

32.

Billy W. Mayes
Crane Junior High School
Crane, Texas

33 . Robert McDonald
1328 West 4th Street
Lubbock, Texas

34.

Percy Miller
Herford Junior High School
Herford, Texas
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35. Latham Monroe

David Crockett Junior High School
Amarillo, Texas

36.

Robert Neal
Zundy Junior High School
Wichita Falls, Texas

37. Hermann Patterson
Woodson Junior High School
Abilene , Texas

38 .

Eugene Parker
Lamar Junior High School
Snyder, Texas

39 .

Jim Perry
Muleshoe Junior High School
Muleshoe, Texas

40.

Ira L. Piatt
Reagan Junior High School
Wichita Falls, Texas

41. George Sam
Lake View Junior High
San Angelo, Texas

42.

Royce Thomas
Hirschi Junior High School
Wichita Falls, Texas

43 . Charles Varner
Lamesa Junior High School
Lamesa, Texas

44.

James Wheiles
Bowie Junior High School
Box 3912
Odessa, Texas

